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with stakeholders to half poverty and
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The Institution is ready to play
its contributory role towards the
realisation of the objective of halving
poverty and unemployment by 2014.

“Awaiting the arrival of the State President - State of the Nation Address”
Read more on PAGE 3				
Picture: String Communications
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From the Municipal
Manager’s Desk

T

he highlights of the past three
months have been the submission
and adoption by the Council of the
Mid-Term Budget Review, the Annual
Report, Draft IDP and the Budget. All
these tools are of strategic importance
for good governance. The District
also hosted a successful Growth and
Development Summit. The article is
dedicated to explain the importance of
a credible IDP and a credible Budget
and how the outcomes of these two
tools contribute to sustainable development. It is important that due
diligence be given to the new generation of Integrated Development Plans
(IDP) linked to a credible budget. The
2007/08 budget will thus focus on
improving the quality of our previous
budget and demonstrate a quantum
shift in budget credibility.

To have a credible budget, it should
be informed by a credible IDP. It is
common knowledge that the IDP is the
principal strategic planning instrument
which guides and informs all planning and development and all decision
with regard to planning, management
and development in the municipality.
It is important that we enhance and
strengthen community and stakeholder
consultation. Our IDP’s need to comply with relevant legislation and convey the consciousness by the municipality of its constitutional and policy
mandate for developmental local
government including its powers and
functions, awareness by the municipality of its role and place in the regional,
provincial and national context and
economy, awareness by the municipality of its own intrinsic characteristics

Linking the IDP and the Budget will ensure that local
government becomes sustainable and the participation
of stakeholders is paramount. Make your voice heard
and make a difference. It is your right and obligation.
A credible budget is one that funds
only activities consistent with the
revised IDP, which must recognize
the financial resources available to
the municipality, is achievable in
terms of agreed service delivery and
performance targets, contains revenue and expenditure projections that
are consistent with current and past
performance and supported by documented evidence of future assumptions, is not adjusted on a monthly,
quarterly or less frequent basis, also
considers the changes required in the
IDP and SDBIP, does not jeopadise the
financial viability of the municipality,
ensuring that the financial position is
maintained within generally accepted
prudential limits and that obligations
can be met and provides managers
with appropriate levels of delegation
sufficient to meet their financial and
management responsibilities.
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and criteria for success, comprehensive description of the area – the environment and its spatial characteristics,
a clear strategy, based on local development needs, key deliverables for the
next five years, clear measurable budgets and implementation plans aligned
to the SDBIP, a monitoring system
that is based on the IDP indicators,
targets, time frames, determines the
capacity and capability of the municipality, communication, participatory
and decision making mechanisms and
the degree
of intergovernmental
action and
alignment to
government
policies,
plans, priorities and
Municipal Manager,
targets.
Mr Thabo Nosi
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Notice To Food
Premises
According to Regulation R918 of 1999,
under the Health Act, every operating
food premises must be in possession
of a valid Certificate of Acceptability.
Every owner or prospective owner must
complete the applicable application
form whereafter an EHP (Environmental
Health Practitioner) will conduct an evaluation of the premises and facilities.
A Certificate of Acceptability will only be
issued if the premises comply with the
requirements stipulated in the Regulations. Prospective owners must ensure
that the particular premises is rezoned.
The requirements for food premises can
be obtained from any EHP from the District Municipality. Stringent action will be
instituted against owners not complying
with the requirements.
Change of ownership - Certificates of
Acceptability are not transferable from
one person to another or from one food
premises to another. The new owner
must inform the Environmental Health
Section in writing within 30 days of
change in ownership and a new certificate will be issued in the name of the
new person in charge.
Hygiene Education - EHP’s will provide
health education to food handlers on
personal hygiene as well as the correct
handling and storage of food products.
Food sampling - EHP’s take random
food samples and send it for analysis in
order to identify whether the food complies with legislation. Types of analysis
done are: (1) Histological: this determines what the foodstuff be composed
of, eg. Sausage, (2) Bacteriological:
identifies the number of pathogenic organisms present in the sample.
Swabs - Swabs will be used to evaluate the cleanliness of surfaces where
food is stored, handled and prepared.
The objective of ensuring that the food
premises and food complies to the
standards set out in the various pieces
of legislation is to protect the public’s
health from various food poisoning bacteria. Some of these bacteria may also
cause death if left untreated.

STATE OF THE NATION What the President is saying to
municipalities....
In his customary wide-ranging
input on the state of South Africa,
President Thabo Mbeki praised local
government for its achievements but
said vacancy levels, especially at
managerial level, and the capacity of
the state to deliver were worrying.
At the opening of Parliament, the
President said Cabinet had reviewed
progress made towards its objectives.
The realisation was that ‘none of the
great social problems we have to
solve is capable of resolution outside
the context of the creation of jobs
and the alleviation and eradication of
poverty’. In drawing up their plans,
municipalities have to be cognisant
of these twin objectives, and what
national government is proposing for
the coming year.

On job creation
The President said the Expanded
Public Works Programme ‘can and
must be ratcheted upwards quite significantly’, adding ‘we can do much
better to create self-employment
through small and micro-enterprises.
And given that a large majority of
the unemployed are youth, we can do
much better in terms of such interventions as the National Youth Service and the development of young
entrepreneurs.’

On housing
Close to 300 000 subsidies have
been allocated in the past two years.
‘However, as we sought to improve
quality and develop plans for those
who are being missed by the public
and private sector programmes currently under way, the pace of rollout has been much slower than we
expected. We must act to change this
situation.’

In his customary wide-ranging input on the state of South
Africa, President Thabo Mbeki
praised local government for
its achievements but said
vacancy levels, especially
at managerial level, and the
capacity of the state to deliver
were worrying.
On the agenda for this year is the
‘speeding up of the construction of
low-cost housing which will require the urgent establishment of a
Special Purpose Vehicle to handle
finances, piloting of the Land Use
Management Bill and ensuring that
the remaining elements of the muchdelayed agreement with the private
sector on low-cost housing are
finalised’.

On transport
Programmes aimed at improving
passenger transport include the taxi
recapitalisation programme and
provincial initiatives such as the
Moloto Rail Corridor in Mpumalanga
around which feasibility work has
started, the Klipfontein Corridor in
Cape Town and the Gautrain project
with its linkages to the rest of the
public transport system. ‘These and
many other initiatives form part of a
comprehensive passenger transport
strategy, combining both road and
rail.

We will attend to the urgent implementation of these programmes to
improve the quality of life of especially the working people.’
Measures for this year include speeding up the implementation of the taxi
recapitalisation project, implementing detailed plans for passenger rail
and road transport including the Bus
Rapid Transit System in the metros
and recapitalisation of Metrorail.
‘In this regard, let me take this opportunity to emphasise that government and our partners in SANTACO
will not be bullied into abandoning
the taxi recapitalisation project, and
any attempts to undermine public order in pursuit of selfish interests will
be dealt with accordingly.’

On water and
sanitation
He said access to electricity, water
and sanitation has improved. `In
2005, we had achieved the Millennium Development Goal in respect
of basic water supply, with improvement of access from 59% in 1994
to 83% in 2006. According to the
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), South Africa is one
of the few countries that spend less
on military budgets than on water
and sanitation.
`Despite progress eight million people are still without potable water and
many more are without electricity
and sanitation. In a year, the backlog in the eradication of the bucket
system in established settlements has
been reduced by almost half.
‘We are on course to put an end to
this dehumanising system in these
areas by the end of this year.’
Continued on pg.4...
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From pg.3...

He said that in 2007 concrete plans
would be developed on ways to meet
the targets for universal access to
water in 2008, sanitation in 2010 and
electricity in 2012.

On poverty
Efforts will be made to develop a
database of households living in
poverty, implement specific interventions and co-ordinate anti-poverty
programmes to maximise impact and
avoid wastage and duplication. The
aim is to ensure the ‘systematic linkage of beneficiaries of social assistance to municipal services and work
opportunities’.

On health
Priorities included addressing
non-natural causes of death as well
as lifestyle diseases, malaria, the
various strains of TB, road accidents and violent crime. ‘Government commits itself to intensify the
campaign against HIV and AIDS
and to improve its implementation
of all elements of the comprehensive
approach such as prevention, homebased care and treatment.
We shall ensure that the partnerships
built over the years are strengthened, and that our improved national
comprehensive strategy against AIDS
and sexually transmitted infections is
finalised as soon as possible.’

On the capacity of
the state
The organisation and capacity of the
state to improve service delivery will
be high on the agenda. ‘A critical
area for strategic intervention is the
content of training that public servants receive in various institutions
and the role of the SA Management
Development Institute (SAMDI)
which in actual fact should be the
major service provider including in
the mass induction of public servants,’ he said.
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‘Compliance levels within departments, in relation to public service
and finance management legislation,
have been somewhat mixed. Obviously this cannot be allowed to continue. In this regard, the application
of the performance agreement system
particularly for senior management is
crucial.’
He said induction programmes
took into account that 62% of the
mayors are new. However, in many
municipalities, there are high levels
of vacancies. In September last
year, 27% of municipalities did not
have municipal managers; in the
Northwest Province, the vacancy
rate at senior management level
was over 50%; and in Mpumalanga only 1% of senior managers
had concluded performance agreements.

Measures to address
this include:
* Completing, within the next 18
months, legislation on a single
public service and relevant norms
and standards, remuneration policy
and matters pertaining to medical
aid and pensions.
* Intensifying outreach and awareness on issues of national spatial
development.
* Conducting capacity assessments
and implementing interventions in
provincial departments responsible
for local government, and the Offices of the Premiers.
* Intensifying the public sector and
national anti-corruption campaign,
and improving the effectiveness
of anti-corruption strategies for all
spheres of government.
* Rolling out the Batho Pele campaign at local government level,
intensifying outreach activities,
including izimbizo, and setting up
more Multi-Purpose Community
Centres.
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On support for municipalities the
President said, that informed by the
Five Year Local Government Strategic Agenda, measures would include
hands-on assistance to municipalities
by national and provincial structures,
the deployment of skilled personnel
including professional volunteers
from the public, and strengthening
ward committees, 80% of which
have been established.
‘The programme to align planning
instruments across the spheres of
government (that is, the National
Spatial Development Perspective,
Provincial Growth and Development
Strategies and Integrated Development Plans) is continuing, with pilot
projects for complete alignment
being run in 13 districts and metros.
These pilot projects would be completed by the end of this year.
‘It is a matter of proud record that
over half of the districts and metros
have held growth and development
summits, and the rest intend to
complete this process by the end of
February..’
On building a better life for all
‘We should today, even more confidently, speak together of freedom.
We should dare to act in concert to
pursue the “happiness that can come
to men and women if they live in a
land that is free”.
We are not there yet. But no one, except ourselves, shall ensure that this
dream is realised. And so, let us roll
up our sleeves and get down to work,
fully understanding that the task to
build the South Africa for which we
yearn is a common responsibility we
all share.’ Article: “String Communications;
Publishers of Delivery magazine”

D

istrict Intergovernmental
Relations (IGR) Forum

T

he Intergovernmental Relations Framework Act (IRFA or the
Act) came into effect on 15 August
2005.
This Act formalises the relations between (and within) the three spheres
of government. For both provinces
and districts, the Act mandated the
establishment of premiers’ intergovernmental forums (PIFs) and district
intergovernmental forums (DIFs) by
31 August 2006.

Composition
According to the Act the DIF must
comprise of the district mayor and
the mayors of all local municipalities
in the district as DIFs are a consultative (political) forum to facilitate
intergovernmental relations between
a district and its locals. Also, the DIF
chairperson, the district mayor, may
invite other persons to the meeting at
his discretion. The forum’s first role
is to discuss national and provincial
actions affecting municipalities,
including implementing enacted,
or commenting on draft policy and
legislation. Second, the forum members must discuss and consult one
another on matters of mutual interest,
including the provision of services in
the district - coherent planning and
development, as well as coordination
and alignment of strategic performance plans - priorities and objectives
of municipalities in the district.

Objective of the Act
The Act prescribes at least one meeting per year:
• To facilitate co-ordination in the
implementation of policy and
legislation, including
• Coherent government;
• Effective provision of service;
• Monitoring implementation of
policy and legislation;
• Realisation of developmental
goals of government as a whole

Objectives of the IGR Structures
•
•

Key developmental goals
Monitor performance of the local
municipalities and the district
• Strategic issues shaped by the
objective of the forum;
• Agenda items should deal with
strategic issues
These planning instruments will
provide performance indicators of an
effective forum.

FBDM IGR Forum
The establishment meeting for the
Frances Baard District Municipality’s
(FBDM) IGR Forum took place on
13 June 2006.
Issues discussed and resolutions
taken by the FBDM IGR Forum
since its inception:
IGR Framework Act
• A draft framework for managing
internal procedures was developed.
Presidential Imbizo Report
• Task team was set up to work
through the report in order to
come up with recommendations
on a way forward. A progress
report to be submitted.
Report on Outstanding Debt to
Municipalities
• The report on outstanding debt
was submitted and discussed.
Resolution:
1. Outstanding information from

The IGR Forum is not a
decision making body,
but it may adopt resolutions and make recommendations in terms of
agreed procedures....
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Sol Plaatje and Phokwane
Municipalities to be submitted
to the office of the District
Municipal Manager
2. All outstanding debts owed to
municipalities must be settled by
sector departments by Tuesday,
26 September 2006.
Integrated Development Planning
Framework
• In compliance with the provision
of legislation the district has to
come up with a framework plan
for the district which informs the
planning for the Category B’s.
The document explains what it is
that has to be part of the IDP.
Resolution:
1. Local municipalities to submit
their framework by 29 September
2006. (The district municipality
will assist).
2. Strategic plans of all sector
and national departments to be
handed in by 31 October 2006. It
will assist the district municipality to incorporate sector plans for
the next five years into the IDP.
Spatial Development Framework
• The District Municipality has
begun with the process of the
Spatial Development Framework
(SDF). The process will take
seven (7) months to complete.
Resolution: Sector Departments and
Municipalities supply the District
Municipalities with the nominations
for the Steering Committee to oversee the development of the SDF by
29 September 2006.
Anti-Fraud Corruption Policy
• It is a requirement that all Municipalities, Provincial and National
Departments have a fraud policy
in place.
Resolution: Municipalities to adopt
the Anti-Fraud Corruption Policy
developed by the FBDM.
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FOCUS ON:

Waste material - the impact on
our environment
Due to poor waste-removal services in the communities, residents tend to dispose
their waste on side-walks and open spaces. These dumps are not just an eyesore,
but are also breeding places for rodents and other disease causing vectors. Children
playing on these dumps can be injured by sharp and rusted objects. The injuries
they sustain, can lead to diseases such as Tetanus which may give rise to high
medical costs or can result in death.

T

he Environmental Health Practitioners of the FBDM care greatly
for the environment and after observing the magnitude of these dumps,
immediately started organising
campaigns in different areas of the
District to address this problem.
In collaboration with the different
stakeholders such as the local
authorities, Dep. of Environmental
Affairs and the communities; cleanup campaigns were successfully
launched in Pampierstad,
Delportshoop and Stillwater.
The objectives of the campaigns were
to educate the communities about the
importance of a clean environment
and the provision of temporary jobs
for unemployed people.

Pampierstad
•

+/-

R5 000,00 was spent
on this project
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•
•

67 people were reached during
the educational programme
30 people were employed for 3
days to clean the area

•

Stillwater

Delportshoop

•

•

•

+/-

R4 000,00 was spent on this
project

Communities should put
domestic refuse in refusebags or bins for the local
authority to collect. In
the interest of a clean
environment, please
do not litter.
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20 people were employed for 5
days
+/-

R3 300 was spent on this
project
20 people were employed for 4
days

The outcome of the campaigns was
very positive as it lead to the areas
being cleaned, temporary jobs were
provided to unemployed people
and the communities were made
aware of the importance of a clean
environment and to take ownership
for their immediate environment.
Due to the volumes of waste
dumped in these communities,
several campaigns will have to be
implemented to remove all the waste.

Veldfire Training - enabling
landowners and farm workers to
deal with fire risks
The National Act on
Forest and Veldfires put
the responsibilities on all
land owners to safeguard
their properties; therefore
landowners are forced to
establish Fire Prevention
Associations (FPA) within
their area of jurisdiction.
Veldfires is a persistent problem in
South Africa. They frequently cause
emergencies, and often grow to disastrous proportions. At the same time,
veldfires are natural – they occur as
part of the normal process of events
in grassland, woodlands and fynbos,
and even sometimes in natural forests. Veldfires are a problem because
they pose a risk to life, property and
the environment.
Over time we have become more
and more vulnerable to this risk. The
earliest humans began to use fire a
million years ago, and modern man
have been using veldfires for hunting
and for managing their environment
for possibly hundreds of thousands of
years.
We continue to use fire in veld and
forest to manage grazing and habitats, and as a measure to help prevent uncontrolled fires. By nature,
veldfires do not respect property
or boundaries. Without preventive
measures, veldfires will continue to
burn for as long as the weather is
favourable and there is vegetation to

Farm workers at Koopmansfontein listening attentively during a training workshop
in November 2006

burn. Anyone owning land has the
first responsibility to control fires
on his or her own land. Veldfires is
a matter of common concern. For
this reason, in South Africa as in
other countries, effective policies
and plans for preventing and combating veldfires must be clear about
individual responsibility as well and
co-operative and coordinated roles
and responsibilities.
The Fire Prevention Association must
include all the inhabitants of farms as
well as communities within the area
of the FPA.
Registered FPA’s in the Frances
Baard area are:
• Koopmansfontein
• Bergsig and;
• Vaalharts.

Baard District Disaster Management
Plan.
To implement the strategies from
the Disaster Management Plan, the
Frances Baard District Municipality
embarked on a awareness and training campaign for the Koopmansfontein and Bergsig FPA’s.
A total of 46 members from the mentioned FPA’s were trained. Thirty of
the 46 members trained were farmworkers. Training was based on the
following:
• To make FPA members aware of
their responsibilities,
• Trained members in veldfire
fighting technique ;
• The correct methods to implement fire break and
• Fire prevention measures

Veldfires was one the risks that were
identified during a risk assessment
done for preparation of the Frances
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Production of the five O&M
handbooks – an ongoing learning activity

T

The scope of work in producing each of the five handbooks
is complex, and can be divided into three main phases
– preparation, production and dissemination. Every phase
includes some learning components, as a number of O&M
practitioners, experts and users contribute. There is no doubt
that a rich exchange of experiences takes place in the process
and new knowledge is obtained. Through the final products
– five professional but reader-friendly O&M handbooks – the
knowledge and experience gathered will be offered to many.
The complexity of the production process described below is
illustrated in the flow chart opposite. This shows the process
for one book only, which must be multiplied by five to get the
total picture.
preparation: in this first phase,

preparation work is carried
out:
• An editorial or advisory group is convened, consisting of
people with experience in the field.
• The needs are studied and the draft content is outlined.
• Scribes for the manuscript are selected from among the editorial group, O&M practitioners in municipalities, DWAF
and the private sector.
production: in this second phase,

the production of the
handbook takes place. Production is a complex exercise
consisting of four stages:
1. A draft or test version is compiled.
2. This draft is tested during five training seminars, interspersed
with practical fieldwork assignments.
3. The draft is revised and a final edition is produced.
4.The final handbook, written in English, is now translated
into Afrikaans, and both are printed.

Revisions and translation
Suggestions and contributions from the training and testing
are summarised, and the main content editor compiles editorial notes requesting revisions and additional material. These
requests are sent to the scribes. Sometimes new scribes and
additional experts are needed to contribute to the revision.
After the additional texts are written and the visual materials are compiled, the style editor edits the chapters according
to the editorial notes. After that the graphic artist revises the
draft layout, which now includes all additions and changes.
The final checking and proofreading follow. When the changes after proofreading are completed, the final chapters are
ready for printing.
The handbook is written firstly in English. A translation to
Afrikaans follows. A translator, who needs to understand the
handbook subject, together with the visual artist, then prepares an Afrikaans version for printing.
dissemination: in this third phase,

the handbooks will be
used for on-the-job training and as manuals in municipalities, and in accredited training of managers and supervisors,
organised by MTI. In this way, O&M standards and good
practices should be implemented in all municipalities in the
Northern Cape.
MTI will develop a training workbook for each O&M
handbook and the two will form a package, aligned with
SAQA Unit Standards.

All of the above, times five handbooks!
The process described above applies for each of the five handbooks. Let’s do some arithmetic to get a sense of the scope of
the work involved. There will be five O&M handbooks and all
five are already in the production phase. Assume that each of
Compiling the draft involves a number of scribes, editors and these five books will contain, on average, 20 chapters and each
layout persons, as different skills are needed for a professional chapter is, on average, 16 pages. The total is 1600 pages!
result.
We engage about 40 different scribes ranging from municipal practitioners to highly skilled specialists from various
Ongoing learning activity
consulting and engineering companies. We use photographs
The testing stage is a very important part of the whole process taken by a vast number of photographers, and try to get stories
and is designed as an on-going learning activity. Participants in and articles illustrating good and poor performance in all our
the test training are invited from different municipalities. The 32 municipalities. In the end, 65 to 70 municipal officials will
trainers are O&M experts and other resource persons. During have tested the five books. The core editorial team consists of
the test training seminars, handbook chapters are discussed, three people, trying to bring all these contributions together in
and presentations on various O&M aspects are combined a reader-friendly and interesting way. This is a massive assignwith practical exercises. The seminars are followed by the ment, and it definitely needs the time set out in the schedule.
fieldwork assignments carried out by participants in their own
municipalities, with support from the trainers. Reports from Over time, handbook chapters can be revised and supplefieldwork assignments contribute to revision of handbook mented with additional material to meet the changing needs
chapters by generating additional text, photos, illustrations, of the selected target groups. This process will be the responcase studies and practical examples.
sibility of District O&M Support Units and the Provincial
O&M Management Unit at DHLG.
6 | O&M News | December 2006
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PRODUCTION ChART for ONE O&M hANDBOOK

1
Preparation phase
• an editorial or advisory group is convened
•
•

the contents is outlined, based on study of needs
scribes for the manuscript are identified
training

DRAFT

2 Production phase

Training and sharing of ideas take place during the whole process.
Scribes get advice from the editors, new people with layout skills are
trained and hands-on guidance to the participants is provided.

training

scribe or scribes

contents editor
language
editor

TRAINING and TESTING

draft texts are
written; photos,
illustrations and
illustration ideas
are compiled

visual co-ordinator
graphic artist
training

the first draft is
compiled and
edited; additional material
is requested from
scribes

the draft is laid
out including photos and other
illustrations; test
version is completed

training

trainers, o&m experts and resource persons
participants from municipalities

drafted chapters
are discussed
in1st seminar

drafted chapters
are discussed in
2nd seminar –
reports from fieldwork assignments

drafted chapters
are discussed in
3rd seminar –
reports from fieldwork assignments

drafted chapters
are discussed in
4th seminar –
reports from fieldwork assignments

drafted chapters
are discussed in
5th seminar –
reports from fieldwork assignments

MODULE 1

MODULE 2

MODULE 3

MODULE 4

MODULE 5

REvISION
of FINAL hANDBOOK in ENGLISh

fieldwork
assignments

scribe or scribes
(sometimes new
scribes are
needed)

visual co-ordinator
graphic artist

training

revised version is
edited

fieldwork
assignments

printing workshop

training

training

revised version is
laid out including
additional
photos and
illustrations

fieldwork
assignments

visual co-ordinator
graphic artist

proofreaders

revised version is
proofread

FINAL ENGLISh vERSION
TRANSLATED into AFRIKAANS

additional
information is
included
in the new
revised texts

contents editor
language editor

fieldwork
assignments

corrections are
included in final
layout

translator and
proofreader

handbook
is printed in
English

visual co-ordinator
graphic artist

printing workshop

training

final version is
translated into
Afrikaans

final version in
Afrikaans is laid out

handbook is
printed in
Afrikaans

3
Dissemination phase starting 2007
• MTI develops a workbook
•
•

accredited training is rolled out
O&M standards are implemented in municipalities through this training

Viera Larsson
O&M News | December 2006 | 
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FBDM donated the amount of R160,000
to the Committee For Crime Prevention
In The Northern Cape

A total amount of R133 000.00 was donated
to needy organisations

The Speaker inconjunction with our Community Development
Unit visited Olierivier as part of the Rural Women & Heritage Day

FBDM achieved 1st place in the Provincial Vuna Awards
and then went on to achieve 2nd place in the National
Vuna Awards

Indepth session with the Premier, Dupuo Peters during the
“Cabinet meets the People” in October 2006

Local Economic Development (LED)
•
•
•
•

LED Strategy completed
LED Forums established
Attracted 3 companies to invest in the District
Re-development of Wildebeestkuil Rock
Art Centre started in 2006

IDP / PMS
•
•

Provision of a credible interim IDP to the newly elected
Council
Commenced with a new 5-year IDP process for 2006 to
2010

Page 10

•
•

Approval of newly upgraded PMS Policy
Implementation of new PMS Regulations
of 01 Agust 2006

PIMS Centre - IDP
•
•
•
•
•
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Signing - off of the district IDP by the Premier- February 2006
IDP analysis and engagement sessions–
April/May 2006
Adoption of Sector departments’ contributions towards credible IDP- May 2006
Launching of District IGR Forum structure
– June 2006
Deepening Democracy: Ward based IDP
Forum – November & December 2006

World Aids Day celebrations in the
Dikgatlong municipal area in December
2006
Blikfontein Youth
Day in June 2006
The FBDM put together a programme
for World Aids Day at the Drakensberg
Avenue Offices and had well-known
speakers giving a talk on their personal experiences

Phelophepa Health Train passing through Jan
Kempdorp in June 2006

HIV/Aids day in

Valspan

Community Development
•
•
•
•
•
•

Phelophepa Health Train made stops at schools in
the Jan Kempdorp area in June 2006
Physiotherapist Outreach programme in the
Blikfontein area - May 2006
Electricity Safety Programme at Koopmansfontein
in April 2006
Aids Awareness Programme at 14 Streams near
Warrenton in March 2006
Social Responsibility Programme at Blikfontein in
September 2006
Indigenous Sports Games during youth month in
June 2006

Fire and Disaster Management
•
•
•
•

Start Disaster Management Plan process November 2006
Adoption of Disaster Management Plan and District
Disaster Management Framework
Training of Fire Prevention Associations (FPA) at
Koopmansfontein and Bergsig
Purchasing of veldfire fighting units for Vaalharts
FPA

•

Awareness programme (prevention of domestic
fires) at Delportshoop in June 2006
•
Extend Marnet Network to commuities at:
• Magareng
• Dikgatlong
• Olierivier

Environmental Health
•
•
•
•
•

Five (5) EIA’s were completed for the dumpsites
in Koopmansfontein, Delportshoop, Barkly West,
Windsorton and Warrenton
Clean – up campaigns in Windsorton,
Delportshoop, Ikhutseng and Stillwater
Construction of recycling sites in Barkly West
and Warrenton.
HIV/Aids awareness campaigns in Valspan,
Delportshoop, Kimberley and Stillwater
Awareness campaign concerning the outbreak
of scabies at two schools in Vaalharts. (Council
supplied each infected learner with a cake of
soap, face cloth and towel)
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STAFF NEWS

Congratulations/Farewell

Appointments

Charleen Viewe
Control Room
Operator

David Lesole
Garden Worker

Editorial Note

Johanna Jullies Tumelo Phakedi
Tea Lady/Cleaner
IT Intern
(Temp)

Lindiwe Nero
IT Intern

Long service awards
Name			

Jan van Zyl		
Kokoke Maoka		

Appointment Date		

Years

09 December 1996		10 years
14 January 1987		20 years

Resignations / Retirement / Terminations
Name			

Dorothy Human
Yonela Tshangana
Susan Bothma
Shadrack Moleele

Appointment Date		

Asst. Personnel Officer
Superintendent Roads
Accountant: Expenditure
General Worker		

Years

(9 yrs & 5 mths)
(8 mths)
(9 yrs & 11 mths)
(29 yrs & 9 mths)

The New Year started off with
a bang and before long it will
be time to start planning for the
new financial year. In fact, most
of us should already be drafting
our 2007/08 budgets.
That is why I felt it necessary
to do a recap on some of the
important happenings/events
that took place in 2006.
(Article:Recap on 2006....)
Also covered is the very serious
health issues of waste disposal
and the management thereof;
which we hope will impress
upon our communities the
importance of looking after
the environment.
Once again I want to invite
the community and our
stakeholders to bring any
newsworthy event or happening
to our attention and we will
gladly do a cover story.

Gerline Roman

Editor

CONGRATULATIONS!!

To Jan van Zyl whose son, Ruaan, excelled with his matric results.
2nd in the province.
To Phetole Sithole with the birth of his 4th son as well as to Bryan
Fisher with the birth of his 1st born son, Dylan.

PERSONALIA
We are sad about one of our colleagues, Sarel Mohapi who passed
away on 28th January 2007. He will be missed.
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CONTACT DETAILS
Frances Baard District Municipality
51 Drakensberg Avenue, Carters Glen
Private Bag X6088
KIMBERLEY, 8300/1
Tel: 053 - 838 0911
Fax: 053 - 861 1538
E-mail: gerline.roman@fbdm.co.za
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